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THE EFFECT OF CHARGED-PARTICLE IRRADIATION ON
SOLAR-CELL OUTPUT POWER
A. F. Ober_schain
Space Power Technology Branch
Spacecraft Technology Division
ABSTRACT
A major consideration in designing a solar array is the charged particle
environment in which it will operate. The computer program described here,
developed to calculate the effects of charged-particle flux on the power output of
a single solar cell, will greatly reduce the lengthy and laborious hand calcula-
tions now necessary in designing an array. The program transforms the particle
environment of a given orbit into a 1-Mev equivalent electron flux, and degrades
an individual solar-cell I-V characteristic to account for the effect of this flux.
The output of the program is the value of the damage-equivalent normally inci-
dent (deni) 1-Mev electronflux and a series of current-voltage points represent-
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE
THE EFFECT OF CHARGED-PARTICLE IRRADIATION ON
SOLAR-CELL OUTPUT POWER
I. INTRODUCTION
A FORTRAN computer program has been developed to account for the effect
of charged-particle irradiation or_ the power output of a single solar cell. The
program converts the charged-particle environment of a given orbit to a damage-
equivalent normally incident (deni) 1-Mev electron flux, then degrades the I-V
(current/voltage) characteristic of a single solar cell to account for the effects
of the computed flux and prints out the degraded I-V curve. Cells of either 1 or
10 ohm-cm nominal base resistivity may be used in the program.
The program consists of three parts:
• MAIN-reads input data, prints output data, and calls the subroutines as
required.
• PHI-calculates the equivalent 1-Mev flux encountered by a solar cell
during its orbital lifetime as a function of the coverglass and the back-
shielding selected.
• DGRADE-degrades a solar cell I-V characteristic to account for the re-
ductions in power caused by the equivalent flux.
This program is based on a paper by R. Rasmussen of RCA/AED 1
 and the
Manned Orbiting Power System (MOPS) Power Computer Program 2 ; B. F. Poinsett
performed most of the actual programming. The program, written in the FOR-
TRAN II computer language is compatible with the IBM 7094 computer.
II. CALCULATION OF 1-MEV ELECTRON FLUX (SUBROUTINE PHI)
Because the power output of a solar cell depends on the equivalent flux the
cell encounters during its orbit lifetime, an accurate method of determining the
effect of this flux is essential. Subroutine PHI converts to a deni 1-Mev electron	 -
flux the known charged-particle spectrum, of the four types of particles that
damage solar cells most: trapped orbital electrons, trapped orbital protrons,
solar-flare protons, and solar-flare alpha particles. Solar-cell irradiation
degradation is usually defined in terms of this low-energy flux because the
damage equivalency of 1-Mev electrons for each type and energy range of space
particle has been defined. 1 Once calculated, the 1-Mev equivalent flux for each
type of particle is summed to determine the total 1-Mev flux the cell experiences.
1
A flux table prepared for each type of particle contains the particle's flux
population through specific energy ranges on a daily basis. At GSFC, G. Stas-
sinopoulose of the Laboratory for Theoretical Studies usually makes flux tables
for a particular orbit. Tables 1 through 4 list the energy ranges for each type
of particle and give the population of each for a particular orbit. The electron
environment is broken into 11 ranges; the other particle environments are di-
vided into 18 ranges. The program will operate properly only m hen the particle








1 0-0.25 2.89 E13
2 0.25-0.50 2.35 E12
3 0.50-0.75 7.78 E11
4 0.75-1.0 2.5 E11
5 1.0 -2.0 1.06 E10
6 2.0 -3.0 4.09 E8
7 3.0 -4.0 3.89 E6
8 4.0 -5.0 2.95 E4
9 5.0 -6.0 3.1 E2
10 6.0 -7.0 1.8 E2
11 7.0 -8.0 1.0 E1
The program converts the daily input flux tables into total flux population
tables by multiplying the population of each energy range by the number of days
in orbit. (The "number of days in orbit," an input parameter specified by the
program user, is merely the time in orbit for which the equivalent flux is cal -
culated.) The program calculates the equivalent 1-Mev electron flux for each
type of particle by applying a damage factor (KD) to the population of each energy










1 0.0-1.0 2.32 E11
2 1.0-2.0 3.56 E8
3 2.0-3.0 4.1 E7
4 3.0-4.0 2.19 E7
5 4.0-5.0 1.23 E7
6 5.0-6.0 6.84 E6
7 6.0-7.0 5.47 E6
8 7.0-8.0 3.0 E6
9 8.0-9.0 1.191 E6	 i
10 9.0-10.0 1.23 E6
11 10.0-11.0 1.09 E6
12 11.0-12.0 1.09 E6
13 12.0-13.0 1.09 E6
14 13.0-14.0 4.1 E5
15 14.0-15.0 3.12 E5
16 15.0-30.0 2.46 E6
17 30.0-100.0 2.32 E6










2 1.0-2.0 1.66 x 108
3 2.0-3.0 4.1	 x 108
4 3.0-4.0 2.19 x 107
5 4.0-5.0 1.23 x 107
6 5.0-6.0 I	 6.8 x	 106
7 6.0-7.0 5.4 x 106
8 7.0-8.0 3.0 x 106
9 8.0-9.0 1.91 x 106
10 9.0-10.0 1.23 x 106
11 10.0-11.0 1.09 x 106
12 11.0-12.0 1.09 x 106
13 12.0-13.0 1.09 x 106
14 13.0-14.0 8.2 x	 105
15 14.0-15.0 6.8 x	 101
16 15.0-30.0 4.9 x 106
17 30.0-100.0 46 x 106
18 "100.0 5.4 x 105
4
Table 4





1 16-1P 1.09 x 105
2 18-20 8.2 x	 104
3 20-?2 S., 	 x	 104
4 22-25 8.2 x	 104
5 25-30 1.09 x	 105
6 30-32 5.4 x 104
7 32-35 5.4 x	 104
8 35-40 5.4 x	 104
9 40-45 5.4 x	 104
10 45-47 2.7 x	 104
11 47-52 3.2 x	 104
12 52-57 3.5 x	 104
13 57-65 1.36 x	 104
14 60-80 8.76 x	 105
15 80-100 5.4 x	 104
16 100-200 6.1 x	 104
17 200-400 1.23 x	 103
18 >400 2.7 x	 103
5
densities (gm/cm 2 ) of the solar cell. Tables 5 and 6 Ust damage factors for
orbital electrons and protons, based on data reported by Brown, Gabbe, and
Rosenzweig.3 Although previously trapped orbital protons were distinguished
from solar-flare protons because of the relative uncertainty associated with the
solar-flare proton model, both proton classifications will use the same damage
factor table. Damage factors for alpha particles, from the work of Smith and
Blue,4 are based on the relationship:
3.8<kp (E) = (tA(4E)
This relationship states that an alpha particle of four times the energy of a pro-
ton does 3.8 times the damage of the proton. Table 7 lists damage factors for
alpha particles. The program user must specify an equivalent thickness of
backshielding and coverglass for each computation; Table 8 lists available shield-
ing densities, and equivalent thicknesses of fused silica coverglass and aluminum
Table 5




1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1 0 0 I	 0 0 0I
2 0.03 0.02 0 '	 0 0
3 0.13 0.08 0.03 0 0
4 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.02 0
5 1.15 1.02 +	 0.75 0.47 0.25
6 2.70 2.50 2.05 1.55 1.10
7 4.15 3.92 3.38 2.85 2.15
8 5.30 5.15 4.60 4.10 3.30
9 6.13 6.10 5.70 5.30 4.60
10 7.30 7.30 6.80 6.50 5.85








1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1 0 0 0 '	 0 I	 0
2 0 0 0 0 I	 0	 i
3 (	 0 0 0 0 j	 0
4 0 0 (	 0 0 0
5 3000 0 0 0 0
6 3700 I	 2000 0 0 0
7
i
3500 3100 i	 0 0 +	 0
8 3100 3100 200 0 0
9 2800 ?	 2800 1400 0 0
10 2700 i	 2700 2000 0 0
11 2600 I	 2600 2100 0 0
12 2500 2500 I	 2100 100 0




15 2500 2500 i	 2000 1500 100
16 2500 2500 I	 2000 1800 1500
17 2300 2300 2000 2000 2000
18 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
7
Table 7




1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1 10000 0 0 0 0
2 13000 0
i
0 0	 I 0
3 14000 7000 0 0	 j 0
4 13700 11000	 I 0 0 0
5 12500 12000 0 0 0
6 11500	 ji 11500 2500 0 0
7 11000 '	 11000 5200 0 0
8 10400 i	 10400 7200 0 0
9 9800 9800 7900 0 0
10 9500 9500 8000 I	 1700 I	 0
11 9500 9500 7800 ,	 3650 0
12 9500 i	 9500 7700 (	 5300
1
0
13 9500 9500 7600 5700 I	 1600
14 I	 9400 9400 7600 6300 4000
15 9200 9200 7600 7000 6400
16 8600 8600 7700 7400 7100
17 7000 7000 7000 7000 7000





Shielding Density 0. 033 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3(gm/cm 2)
Equivalent mils of
fused silica cover- 6.0 9 . 0 18.0 36.0 54.0
glass
Equivalent mils 5.0 7.5 15.0 30.0 45.0
of aluminum
Shielding Number
for computer 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
look-up
backshielding. If coverglass and backshielding with the correct thicknesses are
not available for use in the program, the one nearest in thickness to tae correct
one should be used.
Once the charged-particle population of each type of particle has been entered
into the computer, and the coverglass and backshielding thicknesses have been
selected, the computer can calculate the total equivalent 1-Mev electron flux
using the relationship:
OT	 qe + Op + O fp + Of. (Ref. 1)
where
^tT = total 1-Mev equivalent flux
(te = electron 1-Mev equivalent flux(fp = proton 1-Mev equivalent flux
Otp= solar-flare proton 1-Mev equivalent fluxO f a= solar-flare alpha particle 1-Mev equivalent flux
The contribution of each particle to the total flux is calculated separately
by a summation process. For example, 0 
p 
is calculated by multiplying the
population of each of the 18 proton energy ranges by the appropriate damage
factors for backshielding and coverglass, then summing each of these products.
9








KDP = proton damage factor for a given energy range
NP = number of protons in a particular energy range
The equivalent flux for each of the other types of particles is calculated similarly.
(The value of NP above is the total flux population of a given energy range and
not the input per-day population.)
In summary, the input to subroutine PHI is the charged-particle environment
of each of the four types of charged particles, flux damage factor tables, number
of days in orbit, and effective solar cell coverglass and backshielding thicknesses.
The population of each energy range of a given particle is multiplied by damage
factors for both coverglass and backshielding to determine the 1-Mev equivalent
electron flux. The individual fluxes are summed to calculate the total deni 1-Mev
electron flux.
III. CALCULATION OF SOLAR CELL I-V CURVE IRRADIATION
DEGRADATION (SUBROUTINE DGRADE)
Subroutine DGRADE degrades a single solar cell I-V characteristic to
compensate for the damage caused by an equivalent 1-Mev flux. The input to
this subroutine is ei *her the output of PHI or a user specified 1-Mev flux; in the
latter case subroutine PHI is not called and the computer immediately enters
subroutine DGRADE to degrade the I-V curve for the given flux.
The undergraded solar-cell I-V curve is entered into the computer as a
series of voltage and current points (V i and I i ) at room temperature and nomi-
nal solar intensity (140 mev/cm 2). The computer interpolates the original
points to arrive at 100 current and voltage pairs at 10-mv increments. These
interpolated points will then be shifted to account for the charged-particle ir-
radiation degradation. The following describes I-V characteristic modification
to account for the equivalent flux.
10
1i
A curve shape correction dependent on the equivalent 1-Mev flux effectively
sharpens the knee of the curve: the greater the flux, the sharper the knee. This
curve shape change is obtained by adding a negative "radiation resistance" (RR)
correction to each voltage point of the curve:
V i = v i + I i x RR	 (Reference 1)
corrected initial
where R R, in ohms, is defined as "volts at short-circuit current ( VISC) divided
by the initial, undegraded value of short-circuit current ( ISCO). 11 The program
first calculates the value for VISC, based on the equivalent flux value and the
f
solar cell base resistivity, according to the following equations:
1.8s
1 -)hm-cm 	 VISC = .005loglo 1013
for	 1013 < OT < 3 x 10 14	 ( Ref. 1)
VISC = 0.01403109 10 (^T - 0.1929
for	 OT > 3 x 10 14	 (Ref. 1)
1.43
10 ohm - cm	 VISC = .0047 log	
T —
10 2. 5 x 1013
for	 2 . 5 x 10 13 < OT < 2 x 10 15	 (Ref. 1)
VISC = 0.0129 109 10 q6T - 0.1852
for	 OT > 2 x 10 15	 (Ref. 1)
Figure 1 shows the effect of the curve shape correction. Curve 1 is the original






Figure 1. Curve shape correction.
Next the program shifts the total IV curve parallel to the current axis an
amount ,nI to account for the reduction in short-circuit current caused by the
equivalent flux. The program calculates the relative short-circuit current
degradation factor (R I) by the following equations dependent on cell base resis-
tivity and flux level:
1 ohm-cm	 RI = 1 - 7.13 x 10-8-31 (¢T - 4 x 1012 0.451
for	 4 - 10 12 < ^bT < 10 15	(Ref. 1)
12
RI = 3.3 - 0.167 loglo lT
for	
'kT > 10 15	(Ref. 1)
10 ohm-cm	 RI = 1 - 2.78 x 10-7.34 [OT - 5 x 1012
for	 5 x 10 12 < ¢T < 10 15	(Ref. 1)
RI = 2.806 - 0.1325 log lo qIT
for	 (^T > 10 15	(Ref. 1)
The current increment A I is calculated as ISCO (1 - RI ). Curve 3 of Figure 2 is
determined by subtracting AI from each current point of curve 2: I i = I i -
 
M.
The point PZCD is not the actual degraded open-circuit voltage, but merely a
temporary value of the "point of zero current" of the cell.
A final characteristic correction is made to account for the reduction of
open-circuit voltage in the cell caused by the equivalent flux. The relative open-
circuit voltage degradation factor (RV) is calculated by the following equations:
1.67
1 and 10 ohm-cm
	 RV = 1 - 0.022 [
logloT 3 x 1012 +
for	 3 x 10 12 < OT < 10 14	(Reference 1)
R, = 1.779 - 0.0588 log lo ^IT










VOLTAGE	 PZCD PZCU	 v
Figure 2. Short-circuit current correction.
(unlike the previous degradation parameters, Rv does not depend on the solar-cell
base resistivity.) The degraded open-circuit voltage (VOCR) is calculated as
(PZCU x Rv ). The curve is then shifted parallel to the voltage axis an amount
©v--defined as (PZCD-VOCR)--by subtracting Ov from each voltage point (V i =
V i-Gv). Curve 4 of Figure 3 shows the fully degraded solar-cell I-V
curve.
In addition to degrading the solar cell I-V characteristic, subroutine
DGRADE calculates the percentage of short-circuit current and maximum power
degradation. If this additional calculation is desired, the user must input the
initial I-V curve values of maximum power point current and voltage. Because
the initial value of short-circuit current in the cell is already part of the input








VOLTAGE	 VOCR PZCD	 v
Figure 3. Open-circuit voltage correction.
IV. PROGRAM USAGE
The following describes the mechanics of using the program in "non-
programmer" language.
The pi°ogram is broken into two parts: a source deck and a data deck.
Appendix A contains a complete source deck listing, whereas Appendix B
shows a typical data deck setup. As the source deck (A) is merely read into
the computer each time without modification, the following paragraphs will de-
scribe only the contents and format of the data deck. (Refer also to
Appendix B.)
Asterisk Data
The initial data deck card is the asterisk data card. This card tells the
computer that data is to be read next, and has the following format:
* .... Column 1
DATA .... Columns 7-10
The remainder of the card is blank.
Charged Particle Environment
This section of the data deck contains a portion of the information required
by subroutine PHI: the population, through the energy range, of each of the four
types of charged particles. Flux tables are entered in order for electrons, pro-
tons, solar-flare protons, and solar-flare alpha particles; a maximum energy
range card precedes each table. This card gives the number of energy ranges
of any particle population, and this number must agree with the number of ranges
for each particle as shown in Tables 1 through 4. The range-card number is an
integer, right-justified against the third column of the card. The remainder of
the card is blank. Following the maximum-energy-range card, the population of
the particle is read in a continuous format, with the energy ranges as stored
parameters. That is, the computer will automatically equate the first number
read with the population of the first energy range of the Particle, the second
number with the population of second energy range, and so forth until the entire
flux table for the particle has been read. Erroneous results will be obtained if
the tables are not entered in the correct order or the particle environment is not
broken into the specified energy ranges.
Each particle population card contains eight 10-column fields; the population
of each range is right-justified against the tenth column of each field in "E"
notation. If a given particle type such as solar-flare alpha particles is not con-
sidered to exist for a given set of orbital conditions, the maximum range card




The next portion of the data deck contains the damage-factor tables. This
section is preceded by an NMAX card which gives the maximum number of
shielding densities—five, at present- the program can handle; NMAX is an integer
number, right-justified against the third column of the card, with the remainder
of the card blank. Following the NMAX card, damage factors for electrons are
read in a continuous format, with shielding density numbers and energy ranges
as stored factors. The first 11 numbers read give the damage factor of each of
the 11 electron ranges, assuming a shielding density of 1.0. The next 11 num-
bers correspond to the energy ranges with a shielding number of 2.0. There ore,
the first 55 numbers entered after NMAX (5 shielding densities x 11 energy
ranges) give the entire electron damage factor table. Ire a similar manner, the
next 90 numbers (5 shielding densities x l q energy ranges) make up the proton
damage factor table. Trapped orbital and solar-flare protons both use the same
damage factors. The last 90 numbers read make-up the alpha particle damage
factor table.
Each card in this portion of the data deck contains eight 10-column fields:
the damage factors are real numbers and are right-justified against the tenth
column of each field. As the program can only use the shielding densities of
Table 8, additional damage factor tables must be generated if other shielding
thicknesses are required. However, satisfactory results may cften be obtained
from use of one of the availablc shielding thicknesses.
Run Information
The last section of the data deck contains the run information. Each card
has the following format:
1. NRUN—run number, columns 1-3 (this number is an integer, right-
justified against the third column, and is used to identify a particular
run)
2. BS—backshielding thickness in rails, columns 4-13 (this real number is
right-justified against column 13)
3. CG—coverglass thickness in mils, columns 14-23 (this real number is
right-justified against column 23)
4. RHO—solar-cell base resistivity in ohm-cm, columns 24-33 (this real
number, either 1.0 or 10.0 is right-justified against column 33)
5. PHIT—total 1-Mev equivalent flux if read as data, columns 34-43 (a
real number in "E" notation is right-justified against column 43- -these
columns are left blank if no flux is to be read)
6. NPHI—signals computer that PHIT is read as input data, column 46
(the integer 1 is punched in column 46 whenever the total 1-Mev flux is
read into the computer rather than being calculated--subroutine PHI
will not be called)
7. NCELL—signals computer that a new solar cell I-V curve will be read
in, column 49 (the integer 1 is punched in column 49; if the same solar
cell I-V curve is to be used, column 49 is left blank)
8. DAYS—the actual number of days the solar cell is exposed to the
charged-particle environment--columns 50-56 (this real number is left
justified against column 50)
9. XPV—the solar cell I-V curve initial, undegraded maximum power-
point voltage in volts--columns 60-69 (this real number is left-justified
against column 60)
10. XPI—the I-V curve's initial maxim-am power-point current in amperes--
columns 70-79 (a real number left-justified against column 70)
NOTE
If XPV and XPI are not entered as input data, the per-
centage degradation of maximum power and short-
circuit current is not calculated.
When a run-information card indicates that a new solar-cell I-V curve is to
be entered, the next card will be a solar-cell header card. This card contains
the following information:
1. NTBL—the number of the I-V curve--columns 1-3 (this integer number
is right-justified against the third column of the card)
2. NDTS—t'he number of current-voltage pairs--columns 4-5 (a 2-digit
integer number)
3. DATE—a 6-digit date number (e.g. 020569 = February 5, 1969) columns
11-16
18
4. TITLE—descriptive title for solar cell--columns 21-80 (any alpha-
numeric combination may be used to describe the solar-cell I-V curve)
The cards containing the cell I-V points follow the header card. The data are
entered alternately--current value, voltage value, etc--starting with the short-
circuit current. One data point requires 10 columns; thus, all 80 columns of one
card will handle four I-V pairs. Each number is right-justified against the tenth
column of its field.
For additional runs, merely add more run-information cards; each card will
have the format explained in the foregoing. (The last portion of Appendix B
shows a typical three-run data deck. Most of the possible user options have
been demonstrated in this example.) The last card of the data deck contains the
integer number 999 in its first three columns; the remainder of the card is blank.
This card signifies that all data have been entered into the computer.
V. PROGRAM OUTPUT
The output of the computer program can ue divided into three basic parts:
input data, 1-Mev equivalent electron flux, and the irradiation-degraded I-V
curve. The first section, containing all pertinent input data, is printed out with
each run to give the user a quick and accurate tabulation of the data used by the
program.
Input data included in the printout are:
1. Run number
2. Number of days in space for which the calculation is being made
3. Backshielding thickness in mils of aluminum
4. Coverglass thickness in mils of fused silica.
5. The population of each energy range of the four types of particles
6. Damage factors for each type of particle
7. The original I-V curve, as a series of current-voltage pairs.
The second section of the program output contains the equivalent 1-Mev flux
for the four types of particles and the total 1-Mev equivalent electron flux ex-
perienced by the solar cell during a given number of days in orbit. Section three
19
is a printout of thr. solar cell's degraded I-V curve as a series of current-voltage
pairs and the cell's degraded values of open circuit voltage, short-circuit current,
and maximum power current and voltage. If the undegraded values of solar cell
maximum power current and voltage are given as input data, the percentage de-
crease in short circuit current and maximum power is also calculated and
printed out.
The program can also plot the input and degraded I-V curves for each run.
These plots will be made even if the same input I-V curves is used for several
consecutive runs. Although these plots are more of a qualitative than a quanti-
tative nature, they may prove helpful in a "quick-look" analysis to determine the
relative decrease in power or current caused by various flux environments.
VI. SUMMARY
A computer program has been described which calculates a damage-equivalent,
normally incident, 1-Mev electron flux from a given charged particle environ-
ment. The program will degrade a single solar-cell I-V curve to account for
the equivalent flux. In addition, the program will permit the repetitive calcula-
tions necessary to determine the effect of different charged-particle environ-
ments and various coverglass and backshielding densities on the equivalent
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• AISC —interpolated current point of I-V curve
• B—backshielding thickness in mils
• C—coverglass thickness in mils
• CISC—original input data current point of I-V curve
• DA—solar flare alpha-particle damage factor; this parameter is called KDA
in program writeup
• DATE—arbitrary 6-number figure, usually signifying the date on which a
solar-cell I-V curve table was made up
• DAYS—number of days a solar cell is exposed to a given charged particle
environment
• DE—Electron damage factor; parameter referred to as KDE in the program
writeup
• DELTAI—I-V curve short-circuit current correction value, defined as
ISCO (I-RI)
• DP—Proton damage factor; this parameter is called KDP in program writeup
• E—number of electrons in an energy range; referred to as N e in the program
writeup
• FA—number of alpha particles in an energy range; referred to as N f a in the
program writeup
• FP—number of flare protons in an energy range; referred to as N p in the
program writeup
• I i —a current point on the solar-cell I-V curve
• ISCO—initial, undegraded value of cell's short-circuit current
• I-V—designation signifying current/voltage
• KDA—damage factor for alpha particles; referred to as DA in the program
22
• KDE—damage factor for electrons; this parameter is called DE in the
program
• KDP—damage factor for protons; referred to as DP in the program
• LEVELE—number of electron energy ranges in the flux table
• LEVELFA—number of solar-flare alpha-particle energy ranges in the flux
table
• LEVELFP—number of solar-flare proton energy ranges in the flux table
• LEVELP—number of proton ranges in the flux table
• MOPS—Manned Orbiting Power System
• NCELL— signifies that a new solar cell I-V curve is to be entered as input
data	 {
4
• NE—number of electrons in an energy range; referred to as E in the
program
• NFA—number of flare alpha particles in an energy range; referred to as
FA in the program




maximum number of shielding thicknesses the program can
handle
• NP—number of protcns in an energy range; referred to as P in the program
• NPHI—an integer which signifies that an equivalent 1-Mev flux will be
entered as input data
• NPTS—number of input I-V curve voltage-current pairs
• NRUNS—the number of computer runs for a given data-deck setup
• NTBL—number of the I-V curve table
• P—number of protons in an energy range; this parameter is called NP in
the program writeup
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• PHIT—equivalei:t 1-Mev electron flux entered inter computer as input data
• PWMT—temporary trial value of the maximum power
• PWR—maximum power of degraded solar-cell I-V curve
• PZCD—degraded point of zero current; a temporary parameter used in
Subroutine DGRADE
• PZCU—point of zero current-the initial value of open-circuit voltage
• RHO—solar-ce;l base resistivity
• RI—relative short-circuit current degradation factor
• RR—radiation resistance, defined as VISC/ISCO
• Rv—relative open-circuit voltage degradation factor
• TITLE—tile of I-V curve
• v—irradiation-degraded voltage point of I-V curve
• VCC—original input-voltage point of I-V curve
• Vi —any particular voltage point on I-V curve
• VISC—volts at zero current; an equation
• `vivIP—maximum power point voltage of degraded I-V curve
• VOC —interpolated voltage point of I-V curve
_
• VOCR—u°graded value of open-circuit voltage
c
• XI—irradiation-degraded current point of I-V curve
• XIMP—maximum power point current of degraded I-V curve
• XPI--maximum power point current of initial, undegraded solar-cell I-V
curve
• XPv—maximum power point voltage of undegraded solar-cell I-V curve
24
• AI—decrease in short-circuit curren^ caused by the equivalent flux; defined
as ISCO-ISCR
• A v—decrease in open-circuit voltage caused by the equivalent flux; defined
as PZCD-VOCR
• OE --equivalent 1-Mev flux of electrons
• Of, —equivalent 1-Mev flux of solar-flare alpha particles
• O f   —equivalent 1-Mev flux of solar-flare protons
• Of, —equivalent 1-Mev flux of protons
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126 IF(a'1­ 3­ ,)9 9 9167,1
1 , 7 N E3	 4
! 0	 111
l'-A I /f//-4 	 /ice ;13,, 1 10
ai 11 0 PRINT	 zI_Cl
2101 F0;R;4AT(5X,41H	 3ACK5r,.RED	 TOO	 THIC'-,"	 '-fILL	 I) C E	 45.: ­ ILS)
M3S 5
GO TO	 III
Q ^Uw:oElk	 F(Z,	 TASLL	 LjJK - UP.
Ill IF(63 - 6 ­111 2 9113,11 14
1
12 PRINT	 22.1
f \ 2 :1 Eon Al 15;, 942H	 CQVE;GLASb	 '.."ILL	 LS-'-	 6-Ct;ILS)
113 NCG = I
GO TO 2_22
114 IF(CG79._)1lIqiI5,116













23^1 FOR?'-^T(5X940H COV-R — GLA S TCO THICK ';;ILL	 4.nP.'ILc}
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124	 1 1 9Lt V; LP
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lJ= ( J - 1) ',^L^VEI- i,+ I
C,): I T I
!
	 ,- V	 r	 FLUX -,HIP.
P H I F = PHIP1 + PHIP2
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PH I F A2	 F.4 ( I ) -,"AYS-1 Ji\ I J 	 +PH I F ,`  2
1 2 6 C C."I T I N U E
-r!T	 E1- ! .^ V 7r, IVALE.
	
S:^LA,^ FL^-,; .,	 AL P HA. P-^F,TICLF FLUX.
PHIFA= PHIFAi + PHIFA2
TUTAL !-. , zV E'AAV&L'-'xJ zF &LL C H. A R C ED P;.,' T I C: L E S .
P In I T	 P. H 1 E + P; P + PH 1 F P + P ri I FA
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2	 : f,, a T 2 6 A	 F(;T/,L E=UIVALENT-I-i.EV FLUX=ElQ-3//
12:X947H	 E-UIVALEINT 1 G--V FLECTR2N FLUX=-710.3//
22-'X,47ii	 Eau VALE N T ' »EV 1, RCTC'! FLUX=E10.3//
3w & 9478H	 I » - V '2L.43	 PrCTC11 FLLIX=Elo.3//
42:X947H	 I ;' I V	 FL-RE 'ALPHA Pj',-,TlCLE FLIJX=E1O.3)
AS INPUT -),',T.4 1 HEV E;JIV A LENT FLUX=ElO.39//
L)
I	 G 17 A Dc(PHiTgRHOgXItVv,'!CELL,X,"VtXPI)
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1^, 	 9V 10 1
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EAu^!PTI NPUT	 TAPE	 2 9 10 1 9	 C I	 I	 V' - ' - 	 1	 9	 I =I 9
s'R ITE
	
QUIP:!	 TAPF	 3 , 1 9!2 
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2242 Do 2:6 :=u,1:1
»ls:t&,=A1:<c&—I,+ tAI3c w,—Al::c&—I „ Zcvoc G i—v=:i;—I,i^^v::c a
wv !:-1
226 CONTINUE
/	 THIS :o«PLFTFS !—v :uRVE E*IRAPULATIGN.
c	 CURVE IS xz::EG:& D. != x z:2 calE:I«: + 12.22 —A' «»l:::&E.
Q	 1 oe2—:x FIRS!
2 XnX=,::c:Pls,+.ce
YmX=2!32(1)+.:5
U'LL P:aI2 c E »AE ,a a , z,: , <9 ,












VLO ," 1 =0
VL(YG l =G .'_
I F ( P HO - 1	 'U)2 7 2 9 2 6
2: 7 1 F Pvi I T -1. F15) 2:15 21; ,21 0,
2Gv 1 F PHA T- 4.,=12) 211,21 1 +212
?i = (2  3 -' 167^ L(',' 1 CF PH I T
T , ' 2 217
211	 : 1 -1.
C, G TJ 22 17
12 , I=i
	 7 . 1	 i	 i	 Pri I T	 4. C, 12	 X0.451)
36
'3 J T U 2 2 17
2l'- l" IF(PHlT- 1.CF15)213r214i214
21: IF( PHI T-5 -(.F 12 ) 2 15 -','I ^ 9216





V: ,LT, AT ISC IS
FI'-'T.
221 - lF(?iiIT---'.^E14) 217.2169218
2 1 7 iFh -, riIT-
	
14	 LOC i F P I T	 1 2
	T 	 2 2 5
	





c^	 LU ril F V L:)o
2	 1 T -Z	 2 2ie 2c 2 9
	
2' 1 	 I F PitlT-L-	 )22- 9 21"
31-
f222	 v 1 ^)C=	 -12,	 L'--C! ii : PHi T ) —r ). 1332
2
223 V I JC
GO T- 225
224 VLf31	 PH I T12 .5E 13)
V I 3 ,C=	 j47* LSC31CF VLG, I
T'i 225
- L A T I VL	
!^C, TI	 IT vi!,LTHGL
	L -1 --&L) F R 6u[H.	 ij ONi, i-C?l N'ESISTIVITIES.
2 !F (Pr 4 IT-
226 IF	 i 
I 
T	 L- 1 2	 22 1E 922 9229
22 7 	 T
GO TO 2230
228	 'RV= 1 .0
&u T(; 22 3
229 VLl)G2=(PHlT/3.njE12)
RV=(1.,-U.0222*(LOGICF(VLOG2))*-?,1.67)
GO TO 22 30J
I-v C,-:,'RVE.:, ;k rRi : NJOit, ""GRAD-, USING TH E FOLLU l 'ING COV PUTEL) F"ClOkS.
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C	 DEGRADED SHORT CIRCUIT CU,^.RENT.
23112 DO 2311J =1+101
J







2334 SLOP=(xI(r:-1)—XI(F:-2)) /lVtr:-1) — v(:; - 2))
v0 242"3 J='N'x101






) L - ,,	 :PL.,	 I T	 V - LTA :^E I,	 PZCJ.
C 1;!C.; I T 	 V3LTAGE	 I,; PZCo*i-,V.
Wco - PZQKry
4 1FLT,1V="ZC7D - 3QW
KKAL	 Kf'L;AT^ CF	 VOLTAGES	 IN	 THE ARR,!'(
24-.^ Z?	 ') j=igl '.i
`j(J)zV(J)-D,- LTAV





32 xl3c - xl(j)
4
33 C3% T I iAJF
34 .vl
rwR=	 LO.&M,
233- P,-, R T =	 V ( N	 X I k,,









237 V."P	 = V(,N—I)+0.00015
xj;ip	 = Xl(,N — I) —SLOPE*(V:IP	 —V (N-1
P'v!RT= W-iP	 *x I rllp
lf: (" —: P T — P 1,M) 459459238
2?Q
GC TO 237
C	 FOR."IATS FOR PRINTING RFS —;LTS.
4D '-. P I T F ' U T P L, .'T TAPF 3 ,2 0
t.RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3s2`139 VOCR
R I TE OUTPUT TAPF 392^7'4t XTSC
ITITE OUTPUT TAPF	 XIr.'.P




T	 IT	 ;^"T	 F(. 0 r r T I O' l
T	 T P' T TAPS 3 2^..1C." . P 9 1 `,c
1" 1 "71' "?C'."T ', F :' :1X I' 	 PC-) 'rER :'F'-, -'ZADfT IONF6- I/
i 1, X 945
	
*,- P --[':	 •i,-. T C	 T
2	 1 F,7 	 :"kT ( 14!A- I -- X	 P7.4)
41
2002 FC *4AT(I4H `•J-??AX Pv;R	 F7.4)
4001 DC 2312 J=1+ICI+4-
;'RIT7 OUTPUT T4PF ?.ZCCS+ Jf(XI(J))
2005 FOR"AT(4HO I(I?99.'4)	 F7.4)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3^2C069 J,(V(J)1




FOR','AT(SCHC IRRADIATI^ON DrCRADATION+ CF SOLAR CLLL I-V CV'YVE 1
1) 1C FOR?'AT(3ZH^ ORIGIN"L I-V CURVE ^ATA POINTS)
20 r,3 FOR'?AT (14H VOLTS ^C	 F7.4)
2004 FOR;- A T(14H A.-.PS SC	 F7 4)
19-
101 FCR'".AT(4(2FlO.r)))
102 FOR?IAT(leH r CURRENT IN APPS=F10.4/18H VOLTAGE IN VCLTS = FIO.4/ )
CAIL FPLCT4(23 923H	 C U R R E M T)
:!RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,104







2.897'.3 2.35E12 7.78F11 2.5E11 1.06F1^. 4.n9F8 3.b,9F6 2.95e4
3.3E2 1.8F2 1.0E1
J18
•	 2.32E11 3.56E8 4.1E7 2.19:--7 1.2'F7 6.84E6 .47E6
3.0Eb
1.91E6 1.23E6 1.09E6 1.09E6 1.C9E6 4.1E5 3.12'-5 2.46--6
2.12 E-6 3.83E5
J18
O.CE: 1.66E8 4.1E9 2.1^+F7 1.23E. 6.8E6 5.4E6 3.OE6
1.91E6 1..23E6 1.'wE6 1.O4F6 1.CJE6 8.2E5 6.8E5
4.9E6
4.6E6 5.4E5
1.C9E5 8.2E4 8.=.4 8.2E4 1.09F5 5.4E4 .•.-E-4
5.4E-4
5.4F4 2.7E 3.2E4 3.FE4 1.36F4 B./oE5 .4E4 6.1F4
1.23-3 - .. L_3
005
O.0 ;,'13 0.13 J.30 1.15 2.70 4.15 5.30
6.15 7.30 7.8C C.0 P	 02 0.08 0.20 •'2
2.50 3.92 5.i5 6.10 t 7.8; 0 0 C.0
,.03 0.10 0.75 '.i'5 3.38 4.60 5.70 6.8.;
.0 ; G.02 .4 7 1.55 2.,
4.1: 5.30 6.50 7.' C r. n.0
.,'.5 1.1C 2.15 3.30 4.60 5.85
7.0
 








27... 26'• 25rr.n 250C.0 250.0 2 5C.0 2500.0
^r , .^,^n ..•`'' 2000•
31	 :;.0 1ri!C., [7C:., 260r. 25, 250f 2500.0
• .L 2 2''Cr)-0 2100.n 22100.0
2..G	 _. 2'J	 ., 2:;00. 1C, C.G 0.0
O.r i3O ^.0 0.0
14:.x.': 15'J0.0 180!'.•0 20',C.0 1000.0
^... .0 .0 0.0
.J =.r ... c 	 c ^.0 1^., 1500.0
13:;_	 .° 14 	 C . 1370:''. 1250'?.^ 1150^.0 1140 c.n 10400.0
950().r, :4r.r.,n 92C').n 4600.0
,r 7c00. 110^'. 12CC'^.1 11500.0
;9C':. •J 95t.' 9500.x' 950,).0 9500.0 9400.0
c6	 ,, 7.;. 4t n.0 ^.0 0.0 0.0
?^. .,. 72	 ._ 790^.0 7800.0 7700.0
75_. 760' 77	 ._ 7	 O.0 4G,.G '.0
O.0
. C•0 0.0 0.0 G.0 1700.3
57J".0 630:.0 7000.0 740:'? .O 7000.0 4000.0
.0 C'. O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
...') 1600.2 4000.0 6400.0 7100.4
4J^C•0
1365.0 0.4200 0.1300
19	 1 1669	 HELI,TFK 
10 ')rIV Ct' CE LL AT ?0 DEC, C
412
( )141	 0, . 10	 0. 1& rl l^	.2100	 0. 1-398




0 0	 0.47.^.0   	 10 . 10 10 c	 4K 0
  C, . 4 4 0 0
	
4 9^	 0.56''	 0 .060^	 0.5150	
O.C 4 00	 0.5280
'.547
2 C -o 0.536	 .0C
45.0	 18.0	 10.0	 365.0	
0.4200	 0.1300
0.420,0	 0.1300












4,20419205FE ^ -- -















F222 V ! -jC=	 . 12v ,`  L5-5 I JF ( PHi T	 132
T J z 2 5
223	 V I a I- =	 :
C, 3 T :- 22;
224 VL:01 = ( Pill T/2.5EI„
:C T: -, 25
,",,LTAGL :Eokmu,%T,7^
- Lb!^	 F,: su :e 1aez-s. »wD 12 c -zG kESISTIVIIIES.
: 2: 1 F	 AI T- 1 ,c:14, 22 3 9-- 279227






RV=(I.--6.§222*(LOGIZF(VLC, G 2) ) **1967)
GO TO 223"
C	 I-V c l-RVES Afl E 1110'. .! DES ADE& USING TnE FOLLov'ING CQ-P(,TEL) FACTOkS.
C	 VALUE '.-)F RAID!-ZION RESISTANCE RR.
2230	 Rk= VIS',/AISC(l)
L)C23: J=19101
V(j)=VeC(J)+ AI",,- (J)1 1- 2R
230 CGIN'TINUE
38
















DEGRADED SHORT CIRC U IT CURRENT.
1	 =	 23.112,DO 2311)=19101
*48 J






_- — — - 2334 SLOPE-(xI(N-1)-XI(N- t)/(V(t:-1)-V(:-2))
oO 2423 J =% 9101 Ml—	 --
-=	 XI(J)=XI("!-1)+CVCJ)- ('.-1)i*SL'-^PE
39
2423 C 	 I ":U.
UNDZGRADED CPE:, CI,tCUIT VOLTAGE I5 P1CJ.
C	 DEGRA3FU OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE I= PZCJ*,%V9 	 = -
VOC'?= PZCI;*RV	 --
243 DELTAV=PZCD-VOCR
C	 FINAL UPDATE OF VOLTAGES IN THE ARRAY	 =-
241:3 DO 25:f)J=1.1"1
V(J)=V(J)-DELTAV
2500 CONTINUE	 = -	 -- -
CALL PLOTS( IHD9V9X19101)	 ￿ 	 _
0033)=19101
32 X13C = XI(J)	 _	 _ -- = _—_— --
GO TO 34	 _-- _—_ _---- ----
33 CJNT IMJE
	 —
34 '.y=1	 =	 ---	
— -
s	
PWR= -l v,00':GO.O	 —
2330 PWRT= V(r;)*XI(P:)_--
IF( o :1?T-PWR)23492359236	 =	 -	 ---
236 N-N+1
PwR= PWRT
GO TO 2330	 _ —	 --




237 V'SP	 = V(N-1)+0.00015
XI(•IP	 = XI(N-I)-SLOPE*(V;AP	 -V(N-1))
P4!RT= V'IP	 *XItAP
I F ( ='': 4 T -P!-!R) 45.459238
21 Q P!•!R=PWRT
GO TO 237
C	 FORMATS FOR PRINTING RESULTS.
45 %RITE OUTPUT TAPF 3.200)
nRITE OUTPJT TAPE 392^C'39 VOCR
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.2^''4, XISC
;RITE OUTPUT TAPF 392TS19 XI4P
NRIT =
- 
OUTPUT TAPE 392 ^C29 V'?P
C	 HAX. POWER CEer•.1rATI0N.
IF(XPV) 4C:1940C19400^
4'' _^•0 Ui?P=Y,PV*X.PI
D.'1F= l'J'?P-V"F*X I NP 1 /UY.P* 1Cn.f?
C	 SHORT CI'?CUIT CURRE l !T CFGRADATION
i:ISC =ICI^C(1)—XIECI/CISCf1)*100.^
"ITE '''_TPUT TAPE 3.2%lC9D"P.D25C
20,1 - FOR':AT(V Y9'7H PERCENT OF "AXIMUV M!ER CEGRhOrTI0NF6.1/
11i%X945H PERCC NT OF SHOOT CIRCUIT CURRENT r)EGRADATl0NF6.1J
2.+01 FOR' AT (14H. I -"AX P?.)R	 F7.4)




2002 FOR.'IAT(14H V —,2iAX PYIR	 F7.4)
4001 DO ?312 -1=191C192
T
::RITE OUTPUT T A PE 3923059 Jg(XI(J))
2009 FM4AT(4H0 )(1398H)	 F7.4)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 392"069 Js(V(J)'
2006 FOR.%IAT(4H 'J( 13 #8'A)	 F7.4)
2312 CONTINUE
23CO FOR"AT(5CHO IRRADIA T ION D_!YZADATION OF SOLAR CELL I —V CURVE
101C FORIMAT(3ZHO ORIGINAL I —V CURVE UA'A POINTS)
2003 FOR-,AT(144 VOLTS G'_
	
F7.4
2004 FORMAT(14H AMPS SC	 F7.41
100 FOR;4AT(I39I295XqI6%4Xv10A6)
101 F0R.v.AT(4(2Fl0.0))
102 FORI,'AT(18HC C'jRRFNT IN AMPS=FIC.4/18H VOLTAGE IP VCLTS=FIO.4//)
CALL FPLcr4(23 23H
	 C U R R E M T
WRITE OUTPUT TAPF 3v104









_ - - •	 -	
.




v 2.89F13 2.35E12 7.76E11 2.5F11 1.06E1r, 4.09=8 3.69F6 2.95E4
3.1E2 1.8F2 1.GE1
018
2.32E11 3.56E8 4.1E7 2.19F.7 1.23E7 6.84E6 5.47E6 -.OE6
1.91E6 1.23E6 1.09E6 1.096 1.09E6 4.	 c 5 3.i2L5 2.46E6
2.32E6 3.83E5
J18
O.OEC 1.66E8 4.1E8 2.--,^l i.23E7 6.8E6 5.4E6 3.OE6
- 1.91E6 1.23E6 1.09E6 1.09E6 1.09F6 8.2E5 6.8E5 4.9E6
5.4E5
1.05=5 8.2E4 8.2E4 8.2E4 1.09EF 5.4E4 5.4EI, 5.4F4
5.4E4 2.7E4 3.2E4 3.5E4 1.36E4 3.76E5 5.4E4 6.1F:4
L.g23 1 .7 3 .2.7F3
O.G 0.03 0.13 0.30 1.'5 2.70 4.15 5.30
6.15 7.30 7.8C 0.0 0.02 0.08 0.20 1.C2
2.50 3992 5.15 6.10 7.7,G 7.80 0.0 0.0 
1003 0.10 C.75 2.05 3.36 4.60 5.76 6.80
7.7o O.0 n. 090 0.02 0.47 1.51, 2085
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